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Chapter 2231 Creating A New Path! 

When the powerhouses saw that ye chen had left after giving his orders, their expressions twisted. As 

old powerhouses, it would be too embarrassing if they could not make any contribution to the battle 

against the ninth RiverSource. 

Ye chen was their greatest hope. Things that they could not tolerate in normal times could only be so 

now. 

Ye chen returned to his team. Seeing that everyone was fine, he nodded slightly. 

This time, he had comprehended the level six power of the Buddha's pool and obtained the level six 

spirit of the heavenly path. His comprehension of the heavenly path had reached a new level. 

"Everyone, are you cultivating according to my instructions?" 

"Emperor, don't worry about this. No one dares to be lazy in this moment of life and death!" The 

netherworld patriarch said with a smile. 

"That's good. The ninth source is an extraordinary evil person. This person managed to control the rank 

five heavenly Dao in such a short time. We must leave this place!" 

Ye Chen's eyes were heavy. To be honest, the power of the ninth RiverSource was beyond his 

imagination. He did not expect the other party to be able to comprehend a complete fifth level heavenly 

path in such a short time. 

"We will follow the emperor's orders!" 

Everyone bowed together. As long as ye chen gave the order, they would not fear death. 

Every powerhouse firmly believed that ye Chen's guidance was their only hope of survival. This was the 

heart of a United person. 

Ye chen looked at the seal of the sixth-level technique. It was on the verge of collapse at any moment 

but opening the seventh-level technique was easier said than done. 

He had actually been secretly researching the rank 7 cultivation method, but he did not see the 

complete basic imprint structure. Instead, he saw various fragments of musical notes, which was very 

strange. The arrangement of these fragments was even more chaotic, and even the heavenly Buddha's 

spiritual eye could not see clearly. 

It seemed that this method could not be activated by just relying on the control of the one hundred and 

eight basic imprints. This was the fundamental reason why ye chen did not care about the powerhouses 

'demands. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The sound of a powerful impact came again, causing everyone to fall into a state of panic. Every impact 

of the dark energy meant that the level 6 technique was collapsing even more rapidly. 
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"What should we do about this?" 

Hearing such a terrifying sound, everyone fell into panic again. The old experts were unable to make a 

decision. 

"Ye chen!" 

Perfected Lei Yun roared again and looked at ye chen. 

"It's too noisy, trash!" 

Ye chen suddenly turned back to look at perfected Lei Yun. A cold light pierced through perfected Lei 

Yun's eyes and entered the depths of his soul. The cold aura made his body feel like it was caught in an 

icy wind. At that moment, his body could not move. This was definitely not an illusion. It was real. He 

immediately realized that ye chen was completely different from before. His strength was now 

unfathomable. 

"W-who are you scolding?" However, as a perfected being of the immortal spirit world, how could he 

back down? he suppressed his fear and asked. 

"Hmph, you bunch of trash. You're talking non-stop again. You can't do anything, right?" 

"This ..." 

The powerhouses fell silent. That was the truth. They could deal with the evil honorable Lord and the 

heavenly cosmic evil Lord but they could not fight against the ninth RiverSource. Now, they could only 

wait for ye chen to activate the seventh method and let them all enter the seventh-tier Buddhist pool. 

Not only could they cultivate, but they could also escape from danger. 

However, after ye Chen's investigation, he could tell that it was impossible to activate the seventh level 

technique with the current strength of the group. 

"Emperor ye, it's not that we have anything against you. It's just that if we don't think of something now, 

we'll be sitting here and waiting for death." Perfected Leng Yue stepped forward and said. 

Right now, everyone was no longer in the mood to cultivate that rank six heavenly path. They only 

thought of their lives as more important. 

Ye chen sneered. He looked at perfected Cold Moon and the other powerhouses. "I'll tell you the truth. 

We can't activate the seventh technique with our strength alone!" 

"Ah?" 

Hearing this, everyone's heart jumped and they fell into despair. 

"How is that possible? we'll spare no effort to help you. Can't you just rely on your super talent?" 

Venerable fiery dragon said. 

By now, everyone had acknowledged ye Chen's extraordinary talent. 



"Humph, what's the use of you? I can still try to open it with my own Foundation. But now, it's not a 

problem of the foundation, but the formation has undergone a qualitative change. It's not the mark of 

the heavenly path, but the infinite sea of fragments!" 

,m "Fragment sea?" The experts were even more shocked. They didn't understand how the fragment 

sea could create such a powerful and perfect array. 

"Emperor ye, does this mean we can only wait for death here?" Master Cold Moon spoke again. This 

time, his voice was obviously cold. It seemed that if ye chen did not give a reasonable answer, the 

matter would become more complicated. 

Ye chen turned to look at adept Cold Moon, his eyes filled with endless killing intent. It was clear that ye 

chen would not give him face. If he wanted to threaten master Cold Moon, he would have to face the 

wrath of the celestial Emperor. 

"I won't go as far as to wait for death!" 

Ye chen revealed a strange smile. His eyes were like a ghostly cold light from the abyss, making people's 

hearts tremble. Everyone fell into his trap. 

Many cultivators felt that their bodies no longer belonged to them. Ye chen was like a god. 

Even master Cold Moon felt that the young man in front of him now had the qualifications to fight 

against these heaven Immortals and true fiends! 

"Emperor ye, what do you want us to do? we'll cooperate!" Demon master Yan Yan said. 

"It's very simple. This time, I want your power!" 

"Power? What do you mean by that?" The experts became cautious. 

"All you need to do is show me your power. As for how I use it, that's my problem!" 

"You!" 

The experts looked at such a willful person and felt anger in their hearts. However, they didn't dare to 

disobey. This was a moment of life and death. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

While everyone was thinking, another loud bang came. This time, the seal was loosened and more 

cracks appeared. This situation told everyone that death was coming. 

"We agree!" Master Cold Moon and demon master lang wo said almost at the same time. 

"Senior brother!" Reverend leiyun still had some opinions, but he was suppressed by Reverend Cold 

Moon. 

The other powerhouses stepped forward to support ye chen. In this way, ye Chen's goal was achieved. 

"All of you, come with me," 

"Alright!" 



The powerhouses followed ye chen to a space within the sixth level barrier. They did not know what ye 

chen was up to. Could it be that this place was a seventh level technique? 

Of course not. This was only the weakest point of the barrier that ye chen had found. 

Ye chen said to the crowd,"although I can't open a seventh-level technique, I've found another way to 

leave this place, which is to open a new spatial passage. This place is the weakest part of the spatial 

barrier. As long as I can get the support of your cultivation power, I'll build it myself!" 

"What? You want to create your own new space?" Venerable fiery dragon was shocked. Creation was 

the most difficult thing to do. Even heaven Immortals and true demons could do nothing about it. 

However, ye chen, a mere true immortal, was trying to create a spatial passage! 

Chapter 2232 Divine Seal Of Pan Gu! 

The powerhouses were skeptical of ye Chen's shocking words i after all, in their eyes, only powerhouses 

above the Golden immortal level could create such a high I level divine ability I to them, it was a fantasy 

I not to mention a true immortal! 

However, what right did they have to raise these doubts? they could only believe! 

"Hahaha, heroes come from the young indeed. Ye chen, I'll believe you!" Cold light flashed in her eyes as 

she put on a fake smile. 

The other perfected cultivators got the hint and agreed. 

Demon master bi an also agreed to contribute his own energy. 

In this way, ye chen had obtained a chance to absorb and refine the vast immortal and demon energy. 

"Then let's start!" 

Ye chen released his psionic power and sent a message to Jian Wushuang, the great ancestor, and the 

others. There was a slight change in the situation and he asked them to take action at any time. The bet 

this time was huge. On the one hand, he would obtain the energy of powerful people like master Cold 

Moon and demon master bi 'an. At the same time, he would be in danger because he had exposed an 

opening. He would need the help of the great ancestor and the others. 

"Don't worry, great emperor. We swear to protect you with our lives!" 

The forefather and the others replied in secret. 

Ye chen did not have any worries. He walked forward, and the eight-gate divine disc appeared behind 

him again, waiting for the powerhouses to release their power. 

Behind ye chen, venerable Cold Moon, venerable fiery dragon, venerable thundercloud, and demon 

master bi 'an had gathered. Each of them activated their own divine techniques, ready to contribute 

their strength. 

In front of him, ye chen activated the power of the divine disc. Suddenly, in the air, the scene of eight 

gates opening appeared. 
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"All of you, release your pure inner energy and enter the eight gates. I will use it myself!" 

"Alright!" 

The four powerhouses responded and released their powers. The eight-gate divine disc sensed the surge 

of energy and spun rapidly. This energy was initially appraised by the eight gates and then transported 

into ye Chen's ancient God Space. 

If an ordinary true immortal were to absorb such a vast torrent of energy of different attributes, they 

would immediately suffer a mental breakdown and their meridians would explode. However, ye chen 

had the foundation of Pandora demon ability and celestial ability. By separating and guiding it into the 

ancient God Space, he could naturally succeed. 

In the ancient God Space, ye Chen's primordial spirit separated the two avatars of the ancient God 

Celestial Emperor and the mcmau Emperor. He began to channel these two forces into the designated 

locations. 

With the constant infusion of immortal and demon energy, ye Chen's immortal and demon dual body's 

Foundation had been raised. 

"Ah!" 

With a cold shout, ye chen gathered these energies in the ancient God Space and began to condense 

them into a ball. 

At the same time, ye Chen's eyes were looking forward. The two-star ancient God's strongest law of 

creation he had obtained from the Pangu's divine spark was continuously injected into his mind. 

"Pangu's divine spark, creation!" 

It circulated the ancient God's law of creation, encompassing all things and guiding the universe. 

Suddenly, the immortal and demonic powers went berserk and fused into Pangu's law of creation. The 

shadow of Pangu appeared behind ye chen. 

Such a shocking Dharma power instantly shocked the four experts. They looked at the strange 

phenomenon in front of them and trembled. In front of the Pangu divine spark, they were as 

insignificant as ants! 

"Ignorant mortal, show me your power!" 

Pangu's deep and powerful voice instantly shook the hearts of the four experts, forcing them to 

consciously release their own energy without interruption. 

As for the other powerhouses from the devil martial realm and the immortal spirit realm, they were 

already kneeling on the ground and worshiping Him. They no longer had any will to resist. This was the 

powerful deterrent force of the Pangu godhood. Even heaven Immortals and true demons had to bow 

down! 



Ye Chen's primordial spirit circulated the spirit controlling true Scripture and controlled the two avatars 

of the ancient Celestial Emperor and the Mowu Emperor. He forcefully pushed the immortal and 

demonic power into the Pangu's divine spark. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

In front of ye chen, the Grand Pangu divine seal took shape. All he could see was the great Dao of 

heaven and earth. 

"The Supreme of heaven and earth, creating all things!" 

Activating the law of creation, Pangu pushed the divine seal in front of him with both hands, moving 

toward the space he had previously designated. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The Grand divine seal was unstoppable. It was powerful and shattered the void! 

The void was constantly shattered as the divine seal crushed spatial power, distorting countless different 

spaces. In front of everyone, a new passage really did appear. This passage continued to complete itself 

and continue to extend into the distance. Seeing this scene, the four experts were all stunned. 

"This kid has really succeeded!" 

"The nomological laws of creation are such noble nomological laws. How can he control them?" 

"Who is he? is he really the reincarnation of Tian Shengli?" 

At this moment, the four great powerhouses 'admiration for ye chen had reached its peak. On the one 

hand, it was because ye Chen's talent was truly astonishing. On the other hand, it was because before 

the Pangu divinity, their minds were suppressed by the baseline and they lost their sense of self. 

"Heavenly Emperor ye chen, the gods are mighty!" 

All the other cultivators kept calling out ye Chen's name, knelt down, and provided him with a great 

fortune. 

Only the old ancestor, Wushuang, and netherworld old ancestor were exempted from ye Chen's mental 

deterrence and could still watch naturally. 

Old ancestor yellow spring's face was full of shock and pride. From the first moment he followed ye 

chen, he knew that ye chen would certainly create a great undertaking that was unprecedented in 

history. However, he did not expect that he had still underestimated ye chen! 

"Emperor ye, you're truly invincible!" 

The old ancestor said in a trembling voice. 

At this moment, the Grand divine seal continued to attack the void, and the passage was gradually 

taking shape. 

At the same time, under the continuous impact of the ninth RiverSource, the rank six seal could no 

longer reform and fell apart. 



"Hahaha!" 

The laughter of the ninth RiverSource reverberated through the air. It was soul-shaking and all the 

cultivators fell into a state of fear. 

"Continue the transfer!" 

Ye chen gave the order. The Pangu's voice intimidated the four great experts. They could no longer stop 

their actions because at this moment, they were completely under the control of the Pangu's divine 

spark and could not control themselves. 

Ye chen had absorbed the Four Masters 'inner energy without limit and had reached the final stage. 

"The dual extremes of immortal and demon!" 

After condensing the foundation of the dual polarity of immortal and demon, ye chen forcefully pushed 

the Pangu divine seal. The power of creation automatically bombarded the entire passage, no longer 

requiring ye chen to operate it. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Rumbling sounds kept coming from the reconstructed passage. The space shattered and reformed, all 

under the control of the pan Gu divine seal of creation. 

Ye chen returned to himself. He sensed the immortal and demonic double foundations in his body and 

smiled. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The sixth-rank seal was completely broken, and the ninth RiverSource led the evil spirit Army to 

descend. 

"Hahaha, where's Ye chen?" 

After breaking through to the sixth rank, the first person the ninth RiverSource would look for was the 

genius ye chen. 

"I'm here, the ninth RiverSource. Would you like to come and pay your respects?" Ye chen was high and 

mighty, sneering as he shouted. 

"What?" 

The ninth watersource's eyes were bloodshot as its evil energy soared to the sky. Beside it, Lord evil and 

evil Lord heavenly cosmic were both shocked. They knew that ye chen was arrogant but they did not 

expect him to be so arrogant. He dared to challenge the ninth watersource and even used such a 

humiliating method. 

"Damn it!" 

The ninth RiverSource let out an angry roar, and the entire space trembled as countless rocks flew in all 

directions! 

Chapter 2233 2238-Leaving The Buddha Realm! 
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Being ridiculed by ye chen like this, the ninth RiverSource was furious. As an origin-grade powerhouse, 

no one could be arrogant in front of him! 

"Kill!" 

The ninth Riverhead's eyes glowed with a bloody light. Suddenly, the entire earth began to crack. From 

under the ground, countless arms that were constantly erupting with evil flames rushed toward ye chen. 

He wanted to kill ye chen. 

"Ha, a small trick!" 

Against the attack of the ninth RiverSource, it could completely kill a peak Xuan immortal in one go. This 

was the wrath of evil! 

However, ye chen sneered and did not care at all. Behind ye chen, a towering tree appeared. Countless 

branches spread out to the surrounding earth. The cracked earth was repaired by these branches. Many 

of the wicked flame arms were sealed by the tree before they could even emerge from the ground. 

This tree was created by ye chen by drawing upon the power of the origin of darkness. This was the tree 

of darkness! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Black and gold glass kept flowing out of the branch of the tree of darkness. It was extremely tough and 

indestructible! 

Even the ninth RiverSource was shocked by such a powerful seal. He had never thought that the young 

man before him had already grown to such a level. How could a true immortal of the human race be 

able to fight head-on with him, a Big Shot at the RiverSource level? 

"Hahaha, the ninth RiverSource, one of the strongest evil spirits, is nothing more than this!" 

Ye chen stood in front of the passage he had created and said to the ninth RiverSource with an evil 

smile. 

As for the ninth RiverSource, his mood was currently explosive. His attention was all on ye Chen's body, 

and he had even automatically blocked the vast passage behind him. 

The heavenly cosmic evil Lord noticed that ye chen was only trying to attract everyone's attention 

because the people from the magic martial world, the celestial Spirit world, and ye Chen's forces had all 

entered the passage. It was obvious that they had escaped under ye Chen's cover! 

"Lord ninth RiverSource ..." 

"Get lost!" 

Heavenly cosmic evil Lord was just about to step forward to admonish him, but he was instantly shaken 

away by the super-strong pressure of the ninth source. The two of them were not on the same level at 

all. 

"This!" 



Shocked, heavenly cosmic evil Lord did not dare to say anything more. On the other hand, supremacy 

Xie was tactful and naturally did not say anything. After all, their ultimate goal was ye chen. As long as ye 

chen was still around, everything was fine. 

"Ye chen, I'll tear you to pieces and then take all your power!" 

"Is that so? then let me see how ridiculous your stupid idea is!" 

"Ah!" 

The ninth watersource roared in rage. The wicked flame arm that had been sealed under the ground 

suddenly went berserk, forcibly breaking ye Chen's darkness seal. 

"Oh?" 

In the face of such a powerful rebellion, ye chen only smiled and did not panic at all. 

His goal was clear: to delay the ninth RiverSource's actions, to hold him back so that the patriarchs and 

the others could leave. Therefore, it didn't matter how powerful the ninth RiverSource was, as long as 

he delayed it, he would be able to achieve his goal. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The earth cracked and the seal shattered. Countless arms of evil fire emerged from the ground and 

reached toward ye chen, trying to crush him to death! 

"Burning heaven and melting earth hand!" 

At that moment, ye chen waved his arm. Suddenly, the ancient God's might erupted. The strange fire 

burned the sky, the lava cracked the earth, and a massive palm print like a flaming sky descended, 

completely suppressing the evil fire arm. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The powerful energy directly attacked, and the countless evil fire arms were unable to resist the massive 

palm print and collapsed on their own. 

"What?" 

The ninth RiverSource was shocked once again. Ye Chen's Foundation was so strong that it was even 

stronger than a peak abstruse immortal. This was the human cultivator with the biggest difference 

between their cultivation base and their Foundation that the ninth RiverSource had ever seen. 

"Good boy, you have a background!" 

"Hahaha, ninth RiverSource, I'll let you have this sixth-grade Buddha pool. Goodbye!" 

Ye chen laughed out loud, his voice shaking the world for thousands of miles. Endless chaos pierced 

through the sky and fell from the sky, bombarding the entire evil spirit Army. 

Boom, boom, boom! 



The space exploded, and countless evil spirit Warriors 'bodies were directly shattered. Their meridians 

went against the flow, and they died on the spot. 

Ye chen, on the other hand, flew toward the passage. 

"What?" 

At this moment, the ninth RiverSource finally understood ye Chen's true meaning. It also noticed the 

powerful spatial energy and was instantly enraged. 

"You want to escape? dream on!" 

The ninth Fountainhead released the ultimate dark energy. The Grand demonic energy turned into a 

demonic pillar that rose from the ground. It wanted to break the spatial passage in front of him. Such 

power instantly attracted ye Chen's attention. He knew that if he let this demonic pillar hit his spatial 

passage, it might really cause the passage to collapse. 

"Celestial Thearch sword!" 

"Ancient God Celestial Emperor lang wo destroyed the Lang wo Heavenly Sword!" 

A long roar soared into the sky. The nine Dragons came and turned into the divine Dragon celestial 

sword. It slashed down with a loud bang, instantly breaking the nine Heavens and destroying the ten 

thousand laws. The huge demonic pillar was actually cut in half at the waist, and countless stones flew 

continuously and fell to the ground with a loud rumble. 

"Hahaha, the ninth RiverSource. Farewell!" 

Ye chen laughed contemptuously and flew toward the spatial tunnel. 

"You're detestable!" 

The ninth source was in great pain, but what was the use? 

Ye chen flew into the spatial tunnel and struck out a powerful palm behind him, instantly destroying the 

entire tunnel. Then, ye chen activated spatial power and quickly caught up to the group. 

Within the spell boundary of the sixth-grade Buddha pool, the ninth Fountainhead tried to forcefully 

open up a passage, but it failed. 

"You didn't even warn me about the existence of the spacetime tunnel!" 

Di Jiu turned to face the crowd and roared. 

"This ... I'll wait!" 

The heavenly cosmic evil Lord wanted to reply, but in the end, he didn't say anything. He knew the ninth 

RiverSource's personality, and this was simply courting death. 

Dijiu Yuantou turned to look at the sixth-grade Buddha pool and sneered. 

"Hmph, since they've left, then forget it. Now, we're entering the sixth-grade Buddha pool. Those who 

have the ability to absorb the power within, move quickly!" 



"Yes!" 

The ninth RiverSource had tasted the benefits of the fifth-order Buddha's pool and was now actively 

entering the sixth-order Buddha's pool to absorb the heavenly Dao marks within. 

Ye chen and the others, who had escaped, flew out of the spatial tunnel. The outside world was the 

edge of the vipralopa stage. 

"Vipralopa stage, it seems like the spatial passageway didn't deviate too much!" 

Ye chen said. 

The experts of the magic martial realm and the immortal spirit realm all tidied themselves up, and then 

looked around. The boundless desert was right in front of them, and there seemed to be no way 

forward. 

"Ye chen, how do we go now?" Lei Yun Zhenren asked. 

"Ha, this is the vipralopa stage desert, what's the use of asking me? Why don't we just split up?" 

Ye chen replied coldly. 

"Eh?“ 

Reverend leiyun was furious and wanted to attack but was stopped by Reverend lengyue. 

"In that case, let's split up!" 

"Senior brother lengyue ..." 

"No need to say anything!" 

"Yes!" 

The other Daoist Masters cooperated with Daoist Cold moon's orders and left with the experts of the 

immortal spirit world. 

In the magic martial world, demon master bi an looked at ye chen and then left with his Army. 

"Ha, a Motley crowd. You want to restrain my actions? dream on!" 

Chapter 2234 2239-Fate Of Buddha Is Not Over! 

"Great emperor, what's our next step?" Old ancestor yellow spring stepped forward and asked. 

Ye chen looked around. His Buddha's eyes shone brightly. He wanted to find a way out. This way was 

mainly prepared for everyone because he still had unfinished business. 

"The heavenly spirit Buddhist lamp!" 

Ye chen re-enacted the heavenly spirit Buddha's exquisite abhijna and used his Buddhist power to form 

the Buddhist lamp, which hung high in the air. 

Then, under the guidance of the Buddhist lamp, everyone saw a secret path appear before them. 
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"It's really strange. The great emperor can control such a divine power of the Buddhist League as if it's 

his own arm!"Old ancestor yellow spring said in surprise. 

"Forefather, Wushuang, you will follow the Buddhist lamp and return to three thousand Zhang *(3.33m 

per Zhang) to the netherworld. Then, you will take my underworld King token and return to the 

underworld to avoid the sharp edge!" 

"Emperor, what about you?" 

"I still have important things to do. Don't talk!" 

"Yes!" 

Old ancestor yellow spring and Wushuang led the group to follow the Buddhist lamp, starting a new 

journey in the desert. 

After watching the crowd leave, ye chen turned back to look at the land of Buddha's light in the 

distance. 

"It seems like there's another entrance to the Bodhi realm!" 

Ye chen smiled. Using the honored Buddha's memory, he was suddenly enlightened and rushed toward 

the land of Buddha's light. 

In the Xumi Buddha realm, the ninth RiverSource and the others had absorbed the power of the sixth-

grade Buddha pool. In fact, only the ninth RiverSource could absorb the power of the sixth-grade 

Buddha pool. Heavenly cosmic evil Lord and evil supremacy could barely absorb the power of the sixth-

grade Buddha pool. As they had not fully comprehended it when they were in the fifth-grade Buddha 

pool, the support that the sixth-grade Buddha pool could provide them was very limited. 

"Hahaha!" 

The ninth RiverSource flew out of the Buddhist pond. His body was surrounded by sixth-grade imprints, 

and together with his evil energy, his power was monstrous. 

"Congratulations, Lord RiverSource!" 

The evil spirit Army all bowed to congratulate the ninth RiverSource. 

This time, the ninth RiverSource was very pleased with absorbing the rank-6 heavenly Dao. This was the 

strongest special blessing he had ever received. How could he leave such a precious place so easily? he 

looked at the vast barrier in front of him. 

"Where is the seventh technique?" 

The ninth RiverSource revealed a cold smile as it walked toward the barrier in search of the seventh 

technique. 

Among the nine RiverSource, he had done more in-depth research on Buddhism. That was why he was 

so serious about further absorbing the mark of the heavenly path. 



"Lord RiverSource, ye chen had expended a lot of energy to activate the sixth-level technique previously. 

We believe that it might not be so easy to activate the seventh-level technique. Should we really look for 

the technique?" 

Evil Dominator said. 

Lord Xie still wanted to kill ye chen but he had failed his mission. With his talent, he could no longer 

absorb the sixth level heavenly Dao. How was he going to absorb the seventh level heavenly Dao? 

Therefore, what he wanted was to prepare for the evil spirits 'ultimate descent, which was also his 

ultimate mission. 

Heavenly cosmic evil Lord's comprehension of the rank 6 heavenly Dao was also extremely difficult. To 

him, rank 7 heavenly Dao wasn't much better than evil Paragon Lord 's. Therefore, both of them wanted 

to return to the spirit realm and wait for the evil spirits to arrive. 

"Hmph, you trash. You can't absorb the rank 6 heavenly Dao, and now you want to let this origin leave 

this place?" 

"This ..." 

Upon hearing the ninth RiverSource's words, the two evil spirit powerhouses immediately looked 

horrified. In their hearts, the ninth RiverSource was not someone who was good at scheming. It had 

actually seen through their thoughts with a single glance. 

"Heavenly cosmic evil Lord, I order you to head to the spirit realm and wait for the other sources of evil 

spirits to descend. Evil Paragon Lord, you stay behind and cooperate with this source to activate the 

level Seven cultivation technique!" 

"Yes!" 

When heavenly cosmic evil Lord heard this, he was secretly happy. Staying here would only be 

dangerous, so this mission was just right. 

With the departure of heavenly cosmic evil Lord, evil supremacy became the person who answered the 

questions at the ninth RiverSource. 

"Lord Xie, you've been confronting ye chen for a long time. Do you know how to open the door?" 

"I ... I don't know!" 

"What?“ 

The ninth RiverSource's eyes widened as a cold killing intent descended. Lord evil almost fell to the 

ground. Such a powerful pressure was simply too much. 

He endured the shock caused by the great pressure and said,""Back then, ye chen had relied on the 

magic martial arts realm's demon master bi 'an and the immortal realm's three great Reverends to 

transfer his energy and used a special method to open the door!" 

"Mm ..." 

After listening to Lord evil's explanation, the ninth RiverSource smiled as if it had understood something. 



He walked toward the area where the level Seven technique was located, then activated the level six 

heavenly path and began to cast The Dark Eye technique on himself in an attempt to see the position of 

the technique in the barrier. 

By relying on his powerful Foundation and the level six heavenly Dao, he could vaguely see the position 

of the level Seven technique. 

"Hahaha, very good!" 

The ninth RiverSource was overjoyed. Just as he had expected, using a similar method to ye chen 's, he 

could rely on his cultivation base to open a higher level technique. 

…… 

Above the vipralopa desert, ye chen continued to fly and finally saw the land of Buddha's light. 

A water source appeared behind a huge sand dune in front of them. This was definitely not a Mirage, 

but a real existence. 

Here, ye chen saw the three great Reapers. 

"Three Sovereigns, so this is where you are!" 

Ye chen stepped forward and nodded at the three of them. 

The three Venerables revealed satisfied smiles. The first venerable said,""He's indeed extraordinary. To 

be able to escape from the hands of the ninth RiverSource, he's truly an amazing person!" 

The second and third Venerables nodded their heads in acknowledgment. 

"Ye chen, the fact that you're able to come to this place means that your fate with Buddha has not been 

severed. You're indeed the inheritor of the Buddha Emperor's fate!" 

"Ha, three venerable ones, why don't you get straight to the point? I've returned this time to enter the 

highest treasure vault of the Bodhi realm!" 

"Hahaha!" 

The Three Sovereigns laughed at the same time. He was really getting straight to the point. 

"This place is the entrance to the ninth technique of the Bodhi realm," the first venerable said."You've 

only absorbed the heavenly Dao to the sixth technique. If you're so greedy and want to succeed in one 

step, what awaits you may be a bottomless abyss where your body and soul will be destroyed!" 

Instantly, waves of cold air rushed over, causing people to be terrified. 

Ye chen looked at the three Venerables and noticed that their expressions had changed at the same 

time. A powerful pressure was felt from their bodies. It seemed to be a test, or perhaps they just 

thought that ye chen was arrogant! 

No matter what, nothing could stop ye Chen's actions. He had always gone against the heavens, so why 

should he worry about being destroyed in body and spirit? 



"All you need to do is guide this Emperor's journey. There's no need to speak so much!" 

Ye Chen's domineering reply shocked the three venerable Lords even more. They did not expect a 

human true immortal to be so domineering and not give them any face at all. 

"Very good, very good. That's exactly the Buddha Emperor's personality!" 

"Not bad, not bad, it's the person we've been waiting for!" 

"If that's the case, then please!" 

The Three Sovereigns stood up, and instantly, the light of Buddha shone brightly, covering the clear sky. 

Then, in the blink of an eye, the entire environment changed rapidly. Ye chen was already thousands of 

feet underground. 

"What?" 

Ye chen looked around and found that the huge Buddha statue in front of him was extending a flower-

pinching finger at him! 

Chapter 2235 The Ninth Technique! 

"The Buddha statue in front of us is the entrance to the ninth technique. Before that, we have 

something to say!" 

The three of them stood in front of ye chen at the same time, as if they had something important to 

discuss. 

"Three Sovereigns, please!" Ye chen listened to her advice. 

The three of them nodded slightly, and the first venerable signed in.""This ninth technique is completely 

different from the previous ones. This is a time reincarnation realm. In the ninth technique, you may 

encounter powerful cultivators from all over the universe. They may come from realms you are familiar 

with, or they may come from realms you are unfamiliar with. You should consider the dangers yourself!" 

"Hahahaha ..." 

Hearing this, ye chen suddenly laughed out loud as if this was just to his liking. 

"What?" 

The three venerable Lords did not understand why ye chen was so excited. They thought he was being 

too arrogant but in reality, this was the trial ground that ye chen wanted. He needed more memories of 

his past and present lives. In order to unlock these memories, one of the most important things was to 

start a new journey and open up more methods and realms so that the memory fragments wandering in 

the Tianyuan space could be better stimulated and return to their own selves. 

"Thank you, venerable ones. No matter how dangerous it is, I'll bear it all, alright?" 

"Of course!" 
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The three venerable Lords did not expect ye chen to be so forthright. This saved them a lot of trouble. 

Since that was the case, they would open it. 

"Pay attention!" 

A bright light burst out in front of them. The three Venerables activated the great Divine Art of Buddha's 

light at the same time, and the three rays of light were all instilled into the Buddha Emperor's flower-

pinching finger. Immediately, the White Rainbow opened up the world and the vigorous Buddhist power 

gave birth to the universe. 

A dharmic formulation appeared on the Buddha Emperor's chest. It was the ninth dharmic formulation. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, there are so many predicaments waiting for you. Once you enter them, you'll feel 

ashamed of your arrogance and will regret it!" 

"Ye chen, we've helped you to this point. You're the only one left behind!" 

"The Buddha Emperor's order has been completed. We are free!" 

With that, the three Venerables disappeared without a trace. 

It could be seen that these three people might not be true Buddhas, but people who were bound here 

by the Buddha Emperor. Now that they had completed the Buddha Emperor's task, they were free. 

Ye chen did not care about the three venerable ones. Instead, his eyes were fixed on the ninth 

technique in front of him. 

His own cultivation of the heavenly path had only reached the sixth dharmic formulation. Now that he 

had entered the ninth dharmic formulation, it was dangerous in itself. At the same time, he thought 

about what the three Venerables had said. People from all space-time in the universe could enter such 

dharmic formulations. This meant that when the Buddha Emperor designed the Xumi Buddha realm a 

long time ago, he had long wanted to carry out a trial at the extreme of the universe. 

"Nine Heavens Buddha Emperor, I'm curious as to what kind of gift you have prepared for me." 

As he flew into the ninth technique, ye chen felt as if his body was as light as a feather, as if he had lost 

all weight. Then, an endless light came. He could not open his eyes and his body dissipated with the light 

on his back. 

Ye chen felt his body disappear. Only his consciousness was still moving. 

The surrounding space was boundless, and the energy masses were constantly drifting. This feeling was 

too strange, and he had never experienced it before. 

In the process of wandering, all the heavenly Dao imprints that ye chen had learned before suddenly 

appeared before his eyes. Whether it was the one hundred and eight basic imprints or the first to sixth 

heavenly Dao imprints, they were all presented in front of his eyes or in his mind. 

"There must be a deeper meaning to this!" 



Ye chen focused his mind and began to re-examine all the imprints in front of him. Then, he began to 

combine and analyze them limitlessly. He was bound to understand a higher form of imprint 

combination and master it. 

After an unknown amount of time, ye Chen's vision suddenly turned black and he lost consciousness. 

When he woke up again, he found himself on the bank of a stream. The water of the stream washed 

against his face, and he woke up. 

"This is ..." 

He turned around and looked at his surroundings. This place was very unfamiliar, and the plants here 

were clearly growing differently from the normal world. 

Ye chen glanced around. The surrounding mountains were more than ten times taller than the average 

mountain. The ancient trees around them were the same. This seemed to be a world of giants. 

Everything was so huge that it made people feel the greatest mental pressure. 

"Hahaha, such pressure, how satisfying!" 

Ye Chen's heart was filled with excitement. He struck out with his palm and struck an ancient tree. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The powerful Qi instantly destroyed the ancient tree in front of him and it fell to the ground with a loud 

bang. 

The water in the surrounding stream was stirred up by the giant body of the ancient tree. 

"Roar!" 

Suddenly, a furious roar came from the forest as if to warn ye chen,"you're disturbing my life!" 

Ye chen looked back and did not find anything out of the ordinary. He did not care at all. Even if he really 

disturbed someone, so what? the path of the heavenly Emperor was as he pleased. 

"Hualala!" 

After washing up, ye chen walked along the stream toward the mountain. He had appeared here out of 

the blue, so it must not be that simple. 

Following the guidance of his sixth sense, ye chen advanced forward. 

After walking for about an hour, suddenly, a series of rumbling sounds could be heard. Ye chen listened 

carefully and heard that a great battle was going on. 

"Is there a good show to watch?" 

Ye Chen's face was filled with excitement. He did not want to be the only one in such a vast space. 

Lotuses bloomed beneath his feet as he ascended to the nine Heavens. Ye Chen's eyes swept across the 

vast lands around him. 



A thousand miles away, a high mountain that soared into the nine Heavens appeared. On the high 

mountain, countless experts appeared and were fighting on the mountain. 

"This is ..." 

At a glance, countless divine weapons were hanging on the mountainside, peaks, and other places. 

Some were shining with spiritual light, some were dim, and some were hidden deep in the mountain. 

"The Buddha Emperor's treasure!" 

Ye chen immediately thought of the divine weapon vault that venerable jieyin had mentioned. It really 

did exist! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The sound of energy impact lingered in his ears. All the powerhouses in front of him were dressed in 

different clothes. They were not from the magic martial world or the celestial Spirit world. This made ye 

chen even more interested. 

"It's just as the three venerable Lords said. Which realm did these people come from?" 

In his excitement, ye chen arrived at the foot of the mountain. 

Da, da, da!" 

Suddenly, a series of footsteps were heard. A group of people came up to ye chen. 

Ye chen looked over and saw that this group of people was aggressive and had come with ill intentions. 

One of them stared at ye chen coldly, his eyes filled with killing intent as if ye chen had taken something 

from him. Faced with this scene, ye chen turned to Gao Feng and ignored him. 

"Good boy. You're occupying the position of my Sea Dragon Kingdom, yet you still dare to be so 

arrogant. Damn it!" 

"What?" 

Hearing this, ye Chen's eyes turned slightly cold. Such a vast land was given by heaven and earth. How 

did it become someone's position? 

"This Emperor walks between the heavens and earth, walking the path of the heavens and earth. How 

can you say that I'm occupying it? get lost, or else I'll kill you without mercy!" 

"What?" 

The man was instantly enraged. His eyes widened, and red blood gushed out of his body as he roared! 

Chapter 2236 The Sea Dragon Kingdom! 

"Immediately kneel down and kowtow to this master, or else I'll make you die without a burial place!" 

The sea Dragon Kingdom cultivator could tell at a glance that ye chen only had a true immortal 

cultivation base and was from the chaotic universe. In their eyes, the chaotic universe was the lowest 
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existence. This time, he wanted to show off his strength and show off his racial advantage to suppress ye 

chen. 

"Is that so?" 

However, he didn't know that he had met the toughest person in the universe. Such words would only 

make it impossible for him to get out of the situation. 

Ye Chen's argument with this powerhouse had also attracted the attention of other forces. Within the 

ninth technique, there were many and complicated forces, some of which came from different 

universes. No one could be completely sure that they were invincible. They could only observe more, 

probe the other party's trump cards, and hide their own strength. 

Therefore, as long as there was a good show to watch, all the experts would automatically stop what 

they were doing and come to watch. 

After getting everyone's attention, the man from the sea Dragon Kingdom became even more arrogant. 

He felt that this was a good opportunity for him to become famous, and he had to seize it. 

"I'll let you know who killed you before you die. I am the guard of the sea Dragon Kingdom's third Prince, 

bi an green lizard!" 

"He claimed to be from the Dragon Kingdom. I didn't expect him to be a lizard. This is unexpected!" 

When ye chen heard the man's name, he smiled contemptuously. When the man heard this, he 

exploded. In the sea Dragon Kingdom, not everyone was a true dragon. Only the royal family or those 

with exceptional talent could pass through the Dragon Gate and become a dragon. Those who were not 

talented enough and had impure blood could only become a low-level Dragon! 

As a low-level Dragon, the green lizard had always wanted to prove himself. Only then would he have a 

chance to stand out. Now that ye chen had exposed his true identity, he was naturally furious. 

Da, da, da!" 

At this time, footsteps were heard. Ye chen looked out of the corner of his eye. The person walking in 

front was dressed luxuriously. His dragon scale battle robe glowed with a silver light. Although his aura 

was strong, it was similar to the green lizard in front of him. It was clear that this person was also from 

the sea Dragon Kingdom and was most likely the third Prince that green lizard had mentioned. 

"Your Royal Highness!" 

Seeing the man, green lizard hurried forward and bowed to him respectfully. 

"Ha, don't worry about me. I heard that this person wants to challenge the guards of my Sea Dragon 

Kingdom, so I'm here to see what's going on!" 

The third Prince quickly glanced at ye chen. The corners of his mouth curled up into a sinister smile. He 

had already recognized that ye chen was just a puny true immortal. In his opinion, ye chen should not be 

here with his cultivation base. If he did not come, he would die Here! 



Hearing the third Prince's words, the green lizard immediately understood what he meant. It turned to 

ye chen and smiled a bloody smile. An invisible murderous aura spread from its body and pressed 

toward ye chen. 

"Hahaha! Interesting. The chaosverse really is a complete idiot." 

"That's right. A puny true immortal, how did you get here? I don't understand why this kid is so arrogant 

towards the people of the sea Dragon Kingdom. He doesn't have any experience at all. " 

"The sea Dragon Kingdom isn't very strong among the powers of the universe, but it should be easy for 

them to deal with someone from the chaosverse. And their opponent is a true immortal of the lowest 

level." 

For a time, the powerhouses who were looking for treasures on the mountain peak began to discuss. No 

one was optimistic about ye chen. They even looked at him with contempt, ridicule, and left no room for 

negotiation. 

Ye chen had heard these words too many times and it did not affect him at all. 

He scanned the entire space out of the corner of his eye. The figures of the various experts were 

reflected in his eyes. Then, the ancient God Space turned on the analysis system and rapidly analyzed 

the information that had entered his mind. The cultivation base of these people was indeed beyond ye 

Chen's expectations. 

Many of these young-looking cultivators were peak Xuan Immortals, and there were even quite a 

number of heaven Immortals. It was clear that these people had grown up in a very powerful 

environment. 

"Mm ..." 

Ye chen now understood venerable jieyin's words. The ninth technique was indeed filled with danger. If 

he wanted to survive, he could not rely on brute force. 

"Hehehe, kid, you're scared silly. It's a pity that you were too arrogant just now. Now that the third 

Prince has asked me to deal with you, you can die in peace!" 

"It's indeed troublesome for a fly to fly around in front of me. How about I send you on your way?" 

Ye chen suddenly turned to look at green lizard, his eyes filled with fear. At that moment, green lizard 

felt a strong threat of death looming over his body. He even looked at the person in front of him, who 

had transformed into the Lord of hell, and was going to judge whether he lived or died! 

"Ah?" 

The green lizard kept shaking its head in an attempt to stay awake. This action quickly caught the 

attention of the other powerhouses. Those who could come here were all heaven's pride level 

cultivators from various universes. At a glance, it was obvious that the green lizard had been intimidated 

by ye Chen's mental shock. This kind of intimidation was very effective and had trapped the former. 



Generally speaking, if one wanted to intimidate the other party with mental energy, one's Foundation 

must be far stronger than the other party. The peak abstruse immortal green lizard should not be 

intimidated by a true immortal. Many powerhouses had begun to reevaluate ye chen. 

"Green lizard!" 

A powerful sound came, shaking green lizard dozens of times. His qi and blood were all over his body, 

and he almost fell to the ground. He suddenly woke up. The sound wave came from the sea Dragon 

Kingdom's third Prince, Chi Liang longxuan. 

"Third Prince!" 

This powerful sound not only woke the green lizard but also destroyed ye Chen's mental suppression. 

"Ha, if the servant can't do it, the master can. You guys can do it together!" 

Ye chen sneered and looked at long Xuan. 

"What?" 

Long Xuan's anger rose. As the third Prince of the sea Dragon Kingdom, he was a man of status. He had 

never thought that he would be yelled at by a "little punk" from the chaosverse. No matter what, he 

would lose face. 

It was precisely because of his pride that long Xuan would not make a move. He wanted the green lizard 

to kill ye chen. This was the only way he could let the lowest-level warrior under him defeat the arrogant 

man before him. This was the best way for him to give everyone an explanation. 

"Green lizard, kill without mercy!" 

"Yes!" 

After giving the order, the green lizard's expression turned violent. It had been intimidated by ye Chen's 

mental pressure. This was a great humiliation. It wanted to kill! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The green lizard suddenly put his hands on the ground and transformed into a four-legged animal. Then, 

his body bent and suddenly rushed out at an extremely fast speed. This was the green lizard's sure-kill 

technique. It would not be a problem to deal with a profound immortal, let alone a true immortal. He 

wanted to use the fastest and most brutal way to tear ye chen apart. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Ye Chen's ancient God's eye flashed between his brows. In an instant, ye chen had predicted all of the 

green lizard's movements. 

"Stop!" 

"Swish!" 

With a piercing sound, the Grand sword Qi instantly penetrated the ground! 



Chapter 2237 Newborn Calves Are Not Afraid Of Tigers! 

The speed of the sword Qi was so fast that the crowd didn't even have time to observe it. When they 

looked at the ground, they realized that the sword Qi had hit the green lizard's arm. 

"Ah?" 

The guards of the sea Dragon Kingdom's princes exclaimed in shock. At the same time, long Xuan and 

the other experts were shocked. 

The sword energy that ye chen had just released, whether it was in terms of accuracy, speed, or energy, 

had definitely reached the level of a peak abstruse immortal. As a prodigy of a major force, he still had 

this judgment but this was where the problem lay. 

How could a true immortal release a sword Qi that was equivalent to a peak Mystic immortal's strength 

and even block the green lizard's killing blow so accurately? 

"Ah!" 

The green lizard was in great pain. Blood flowed from his arm and dyed the ground red. At this moment, 

ye Chen's foot was on his back and he looked down at him. 

It looked up at ye chen. All it saw was a dark shadow under the sun. It could not see ye Chen's face 

clearly. It was a mysterious and powerful suppression. The green lizard immediately fell into boundless 

fear. 

"No, that's impossible!" 

The green lizard roared in rage. He couldn't believe that as a guard of the third Prince, he had lost to a 

"nobody" from the chaosverse. 

"A country bumpkin wants to compete with me? split!" 

"What?" 

As the green lizard looked on in fear, ye Chen's sword energy spun. Suddenly, the green lizard's arm was 

cut off and it flew three feet away. 

"My arm!" 

 "Get lost!" 

With a cold shout, ye chen kicked out and the green lizard flew out. 

Not only had the green lizard been completely defeated, but the third Prince of the sea Dragon 

Kingdom, long Xuan, had also lost face. His entire body was trembling in anger. As someone from the 

desolation universe, he didn't have much of an advantage in the other universes. The only people he 

could bully were those from the chaosverse. This was a good opportunity to show off his power, but 

that idiot green lizard had ruined it. 

"Hahaha ..." 
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On the mountain peak, long Xuan heard the mocking from all over the place. This was the ridicule from 

the people of other powerful universes towards their desolate universe. 

"Your Highness ..." 

Green lizard's body was shaking and bleeding, but he didn't dare to rest. He got up and knelt in front of 

the third Prince because he knew that he had messed up in front of so many great beings. This was a 

disgrace to the sea Dragon Kingdom. He was a sinner. 

"Green lizard, you bastard! Go to hell!" 

Long Xuan was furious. With a roar, a dragon figure charged at the green lizard. 

"S-spare my life!" 

The green lizard's eyes widened and bulged out as its body exploded. 

His blood, bones, and tendons were all destroyed by the impact of the Dragon. 

"What's your name?" 

Long Xuan did not continue to attack as he had expected. Instead, he looked at ye chen and asked. 

"Ye chen!" 

"Ha, very good. You helped me deal with this good-for-nothing, so I should thank you. Now, I'll give you 

a chance to soar. How about it?" 

"Oh?" 

"You don't need to doubt me. I want you to join my Royal Guard. It'll be the greatest honor for a 

cultivator of the chaosverse!" 

The third Prince, long Xuan, revealed a strange smile. He seemed to be proud of his ability to adapt to 

the situation. As long as he could subdue ye chen, the valuable humiliation that he had suffered because 

of ye chen would disappear automatically. This was the best opportunity to save the sea Dragon 

Kingdom's face. 

The other powerhouses looked at ye chen and thought to themselves,'this kid longxuan really has some 

tricks up his sleeve.' 

Just when everyone thought that ye chen would be happy to join long Xuan, ye chen shook his head 

slightly. Then, he snorted and walked toward the peak. 

"Ah?" 

The cultivators of the sea Dragon King's Royal guards were stunned. Ye chen had completely ignored the 

third Prince's invitation. This humiliation was even greater than the green lizard's defeat. He was being 

looked down upon. 

"Ye chen!" 

The third Prince was furious, and waves of Dragon Qi rushed over. 



"I don't have time to waste on you, third Prince. Hehehe!" 

Ye chen let out a strange laugh and threw a punch. The same Dragon-shaped power collided with the 

third Prince's Dragon Qi, but he was not at a disadvantage at all. 

Ye chen had made a name for himself in one battle. Not only had he killed the guard of the third Prince 

of the ocean Dragon Kingdom in the wild universe, but he had also "disobeyed" the third Prince's 

invitation and left. This news spread quickly and ye Chen's name became known to everyone. 

Ye chen looked at the mountain peak in front of him. It was shimmering with light everywhere, and the 

aura of a divine weapon was blowing in his face. 

Ye chen took a deep breath. He could sense that there were all kinds of divine weapons on this peak. 

Whether it was Pandora demon ability, dark energy, divine energy, or celestial energy, he could find a 

suitable energy. This made ye chen very excited. 

"This fellow Daoist, you're really something!" 

At this moment, a voice was heard. Ye chen turned around and saw a chubby boy who seemed to be in 

high spirits. 

Moreover, ye chen sensed a familiar energy from this person. This person seemed to come from the 

same universe as him. 

"There's no need to look. I'm from the chaosverse as well. My name is Amitabha," 

The little fatty introduced himself enthusiastically. Ye chen could tell the man's motive at a glance. In 

this environment, people from the chaotic universe were discriminated against. It was very dangerous to 

act alone. Now that a powerhouse from the chaotic universe had appeared in front of him, shamituo 

would certainly not give up the opportunity to find someone. 

"Shamituo, you'd better stay away from me. I'm not an easy person to talk to!" 

With that, ye chen left shamituo behind and headed toward the peak. His purpose in coming to the 

ninth dharma world was to find a divine weapon that was suitable for him. Therefore, the more people 

he had with him, the more trouble he would face. 

"Sigh, sigh, don't be so heartless. You have to understand that in this environment, you will definitely die 

if you act alone!" 

"We're both from the chaosverse. You have to believe me!" 

"Ye chen!" 

Ye chen did not turn back despite the shamitabha's constant shouts. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Suddenly, ye chen sensed something from a high mountain. He could clearly feel that this was a divine 

weapon with immortal energy. The powerful energy it emitted resonated with the immortal slaying 

Flying Dagger and the celestial Thearch sword. It was clear that it was of high quality. 



Da, da, da!" 

Ye chen released his movement divine ability and quickly rushed in that direction. 

"Brat, you've crossed the line!" 

Just as ye chen was about to reach the destination, a cold voice entered his ears. 

"Cross the boundary? On such a divine mountain, it's up to one's own ability to obtain a divine weapon. 

Is there any talk of crossing the boundary?" Ye chen retorted. 

"You've crossed the line!" 

The other party didn't reply and repeated the same words. Naturally, he understood what this meant. 

"Hahaha!" 

Ye Chen's overbearing laughter reverberated in all directions, instantly attracting the gazes of many 

powerhouses around him. They all thought that this kid was truly a newborn calf who was not afraid of 

Tigers. He even dared to provoke the people of the celestial gate! 

Chapter 2239 Swordsman Of The Wastrel! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The boundless and sharp sword energy of the wastrel sword attacked ye chen like a Dragon's Roar or a 

ferocious beast's rage. However, when the sword energy hit ye Chen's body, he stood still like a 

mountain. Only sparks flew in all directions when the Vajra Guardian was hit! 

"Ah?" 

On the mountain peak, the powerhouses were shocked. Even if ye chen came from the chaotic universe, 

such a strong defense would definitely shock the world. 

Many heaven's pride experts began to pay attention to ye chen again, many of whom were 

powerhouses from higher universes. They had never expected that a puny true immortal from the 

chaotic universe could be so powerful. 

Even in a high-tier universe, such a defense was enough to be called a peerless genius. 

One had to know that this was the ultimate killing magical power of the wastrel sword. There was 

actually someone who could stand still like a mountain and take it head-on. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The sword Qi ran rampant on ye Chen's body. Waves of sword power caused ye Chen's body to tremble 

continuously. Ye chen was truly surprised by such power but wastrel sword was even more surprised. 

His eyes were fixed on ye chen. He could not believe that his sure-kill sword attack had been blocked in 

such a way. It was like an ant trying to shake a tree, unshakeable. 

In the past, if such a metaphor had been used, the wastrel sword would definitely have thought that he 

was a tall and boundless tree, and ye chen was an overconfident mayfly. However, what he saw now 
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was the exact opposite. In front of all these powerhouses, the wastrel sword's dignity had been swept to 

the ground. 

"Hahaha, I didn't expect the people from the heaven immortal sect to be so useless. They can't even 

deal with a little kid from the chaosverse." 

"It's really unbelievable. Even the lowest-level geniuses in the heavenly Sword sect are heaven 

Immortals. I'd like to see if heaven Immortals are too weak!" 

For a time, many rumors spread among the peaks, especially among the sects and forces in the same 

primordial universe. Many of them were at odds with the heaven immortal sect, and now was a good 

time to mock them. 

These rumors quickly affected wastrel sword. His previous calm as a strong fighter was slowly distorted 

by shame and anger. His sharp and cold eyes now only had one person, ye chen. 

"Still embarrassed, why don't you step down and let me pass, or else you'll lose your life!" 

In such a tense situation, everyone thought that ye chen would quit while he was ahead and spare his 

life. Although ye chen had blocked the wastrel sword's attack, in the hearts of the powerhouses, they 

still believed that the wastrel sword was much stronger than ye chen. If they fought to the death, ye 

chen would definitely die. 

However, ye chen had once again shocked them, or rather, he had given them a "surprise." Ye Chen's 

words showed that he did not care about wastrel sword at all. In fact, through his actions, ye chen was 

basically telling everyone that all of you heaven's pride experts were useless! 

Soon, all the powerhouses locked their cold eyes on ye chen. This time, it was not just wastrel sword 

who was humiliated, but everyone else. 

"Phew ..." 

Wastrel sword let out a sigh of relief, and then the corners of his mouth rose slightly. Suddenly, his eyes 

bulged out like a demon. At this moment, he could no longer hold back and released all his power. He 

could no longer care about his face. No matter how high or low his opponent's realm was, no matter 

where he came from, his only thought was to kill him! 

"Giggle, very good, very good!" 

The wastrel sword let out a cold and eerie laugh. The long sword in his hand flew up to the nine 

Heavens, transformed into the shape of a beast, broke through the clouds, and returned to his hand. 

This was the true form of his original divine weapon, the Suan ni wastrel sword. 

"Wastrel sword, don't let us down!" 

"He's just a brat from the chaosverse. We can't let him get away with this!" 

"He has no idea what kind of group he has offended. The status of the cultivators in every universe here 

is far above his!" 



As expected, the powerhouses no longer mocked wastrel sword because they realized that mocking him 

was equivalent to mocking themselves. Ye Chen's words had crossed their bottom line. Before them, ye 

chen was their common enemy. 

"Kill him!" 

Finally, those people no longer cared about their reputation and directly shouted that they wanted to 

kill ye chen. 

"Hahahaha!" 

Faced with the combined might of these powerhouses, ye chen sneered again and again. Then, he 

looked at wastrel sword and made a provocative gesture. 

"Brat, you will pay with your life for your actions. You will be trampled under my feet and groan in pain!" 

"Oh, really? I wish you could give me some pressure so that I'll have the motivation to move forward. 

Unfortunately, you won't be able to do it. " 

"Kill!" 

Wastrel sword's eyes glowed with a blood-red light, and he directly transformed his sword Qi into a 

preemptive strike. 

Facing the blood-colored sword Qi, Ye Chen's body was covered in black-gold glazed glass. He was not 

afraid at all. 

"Swish!" 

The sword Qi bombarded ye Chen's body, but it was like a Dragonfly skimming the surface of the water, 

without any ripples. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

In the blink of an eye, the sword light attacked again. It was as if 10000 swords had come out at the 

same time. There was no way to Dodge. Such sword power was truly shocking. However, in front of ye 

Chen's indestructible body, they could only suffer a crushing defeat. 

With his eyes wide open, wastrel sword looked at the indestructible body shimmering with black and 

gold light in front of him. There was no point in being shocked. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Suddenly, wastrel sword stopped in his tracks. Then, he directed his sword-light to soar into the sky. 

From the ninth heaven, the light of the stars shone down. Together with the sword-light, he guided the 

power of the stars and condensed a super powerful Astral Soul. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Heaven and earth shook, and the entire universe shook! 

A super strong starry sword shadow appeared behind wastrel sword. It was his unique secret technique, 

misty star soul sword shadow. 



Then, he saw that the sword soul contained a super penetrating power. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The White Lightning continued to coil around the blade of the wastrel sword. In an extremely small 

space, the most powerful energy burst out, which was the source of the Super penetrating power. 

Ye Chen's eyes turned cold and his expression serious as he watched the light of his Astral Soul 

continuously being added to the wastrel sword. 

"Interesting!" 

With this simple comment, ye Chen's body trembled. He stood in a horse stance and faced the wastrel 

sword. 

"Eh? You're really too arrogant, you're just looking for death!" 

"Ha, if you have the ability, kill me first!" 

During this period, ye chen had absorbed too much power of opportunity. His two-star ancient God 

Power had reached the peak. Coupled with the memory fragments of the Tianyuan space, ye chen 

wanted to develop the ultimate profound of the two-star ancient God Body. 

"Since you want to die so much, this senior will fulfill your wish!" 

The swordsman's entire body was surrounded by a blood-red sword light. The sword soul behind his 

back had completely fused with the swordsman's body. At this moment, the swordsman and the sword 

became one, and it was the most powerful killing blow! 

In the face of such sword power, ye chen smiled coldly. He did not care at all. He spread his arms and 

waited for the other party's killing move to arrive. 

"This kid must be crazy!" 

Everyone thought that ye chen had gone crazy. They believed that he knew that he could not escape 

and was giving up. 

"Kill!" 

Wastrel sword flew up and turned into a sword light, instantly arriving in front of ye chen. 

"Swish!" 

With a piercing sound, blood flowed out from the wound on the sword edge, staining the ground! 

Chapter 2240 The Cosmos Furnace! 

The powerhouses cheered when they saw the blade of the sword Pierce into ye Chen's muscles. 

"That's right. It should've been like this a long time ago. A puny piece of trash from the chaosverse dares 

to act so arrogantly in front of the universe's experts!" 

"Using such power to kill this person, the wastrel sword is nothing more than this!" 
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"Hahaha, it's finally done. I can continue to search for treasures!" 

Not only did the powerhouses mock ye chen, but they also ridiculed wastrel sword. Just as everyone was 

about to start looking for treasures again, they saw wastrel sword's figure suddenly stand still as if he 

had frozen. This situation was not simple. Everyone frowned and looked back at the battlefield. 

"You!" 

Wastrel sword said ruthlessly. The muscles in his arms tensed up as he continued to gather strength. 

However, not only did the blade not withdraw, it even continued to advance toward ye Chen's body. 

This was definitely not his intention. The blade could not break free from the control of a certain force 

and continued to advance forward. 

"Hahahaha!" 

Ye chen let out a maniacal laugh. A strange and excited expression appeared on his face as if he had 

entered a state of mental resistance. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The muscles on his abdomen continued to congeal like a dragon coiling around the blade of the wastrel 

sword. His powerful muscle strength forcibly attracted the blade toward his body. Yes, this was not the 

wastrel sword's last hit. It was ye Chen's own control! 

At this moment, everyone's spirit was instantly shaken. They seemed to have seen an extremely crazy 

act. A super strong "madman" was right in front of them. Before this, they had seen too many strange 

scenes. However, this was the first time they had seen something like this. 

They did not know what had happened. It was supposed to be the script of langzi sword's assassination 

of ye chen, but the strange scene in front of them told them that things were not that simple. 

"Wastrel sword, what are you waiting for? cut this kid in half!" 

An expert shouted in anger. He didn't want wastrel sword to waste time. This was a form of delay and 

humiliation to the entire group of heaven's pride experts. 

However, how could wastrel sword not want to pull out his divine weapon? he couldn't do it! 

"Bastard!" 

Wastrel sword's entire body erupted with power. At this moment, he wanted to completely break 

through his own limits. He wanted to give up all his dignity and use all his strength to kill the opponent 

in front of him. 

Whether he was willing to admit it or not, the person in front of him was the strongest opponent he had 

ever faced. 

"Wastrel sword, why don't you tell those idiots about your difficulties? tell them loudly that you can't 

pull out the divine weapon or turn it around. It's even more impossible for you to kill me. Speak!" 

"You!" 



Wastrel sword was humiliated, but he couldn't refute it. He couldn't even resist. 

Was this person really a true immortal from the chaosverse? was he really a cultivator from some low-

level universe? Why did he feel that ye Chen's strength was even above his? this was the first time he 

had felt this way. A true immortal's strength was above him, a peak heaven immortal. 

"Impossible! I don't believe it!" 

Wastrel sword had also gone crazy. He directly sacrificed his own blood, grabbed the sword edge with 

his palm, and madly drained his blood. At this moment, the power of the sword soul in the entire sword 

edge burst out. His strongest strength was finally revealed in front of everyone. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The shape of the sword spirit once again appeared on wastrel sword's back. The vast power of the astral 

Soul was constantly instilled into wastrel sword's body. He did not care about his own endurance. He 

wanted to absorb the infinite astral power and kill ye chen completely. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Ye Chen's muscles twisted and spiralled rapidly. The blade of the wastrel sword was once again 

"devoured." As this force gradually strengthened, the wastrel sword felt that his divine weapon was 

about to be completely devoured by ye chen! 

"Don't even think about it!" 

Wastrel sword let out a furious roar and infused all the power of his star soul into the blade. With his 

Natal weapon and his master's blood, the power of his sword soul was enhanced. Killing a heaven 

immortal would be a piece of cake! 

Even the Supreme geniuses of the other universes were shocked when they felt the power of the sword. 

There was no problem with the strength of the langzi sword. Even among all the powerhouses in the 

universe, he was an existence in the middle and upper class. No one could block this sword! 

Everyone's emotions were stirred up by the wastrel sword. Many powerhouses cheered for the wastrel 

sword. They wanted to defeat this "evil force" ye chen! 

Since he wasn't worthy of the attention of others, he would make them feel fear and make them kneel 

at his feet. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Countless dark matter burst out from ye Chen's body and covered the divine weapon. The three 

powerful forces that were about to burst out were now entangled by the heavenly Serpent and 

suppressed by the Black Tortoise. 

"Roar!" 

Accompanied by a wild roar, the heavenly Snake Black Tortoise appeared behind ye chen. 

Feeling this power, wastrel sword's eyes dimmed. He revealed a look of pain, unwillingness, and even 

fear. 



He felt his Natal divine weapon rush toward ye Chen's body uncontrollably and finally disappear before 

ye Chen's body. 

"My arm!" 

What followed was an even more terrifying scene. As the wastrel sword did not give up on his divine 

weapon, his arm was devoured by ye Chen's body along with the divine weapon. The black-gold glazed 

glass was extremely corrosive, causing the wastrel sword to suffer in an instant. 

"Now, tell me, why did the high and mighty wastrel sword become a lamb for slaughter?" 

The Demon's Eye bloomed between ye Chen's brows. The netherworld energy covered the sky and the 

earth. A Grand shadow shrouded the entire sky, and the wastrel sword completely sank. 

His mind was completely suppressed and conquered by ye chen. He could no longer fight against the 

heavenly Emperor before him. Whether it was physically or mentally, he was completely crushed. 

"Swish!" 

Wastrel sword knelt on the ground like a soulless walking corpse. 

"Ah?" 

All the experts were stunned. They watched as the genius cultivator, langzi Jian, from the heaven 

immortal sect in the primordial universe knelt at the feet of a genuine immortal whose cultivation base 

was far inferior to theirs in the lower universe. 

At this moment, everyone's worldview was shaken. Ye chen, the person they disdained to face, was 

actually a peak that they could not cross! 

"I've lost!" 

"So arrogant?" 

"Senior ye chen, I've lost. I can't even be compared to you. I'm an idiot!" 

"Hahaha!" 

Ye Chen's laughter was like a piercing spear, constantly stabbing into everyone's hearts. It was time for 

the arrogant heaven's pride experts to witness the true genius. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

At this moment, wastrel sword heard the sound of steel being twisted and broken. His body became 

extremely painful because this was the damage caused by the same source of life. 

"My divine weapon!" 

"That's right. It has already become the nourishment for the celestial Thearch sword!" 

Pangu's godhood was the ultimate power of a two-star ancient God, the glorious cosmic furnace! 

 


